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This DOE-funded project (DE-FG03-ER13445, 6/1/96-5/3 1/99) emphasizes study of the 
behavior of volatiles in magmatic systems. The project is explicitly focused on the combined appli- 
cation of IR spectroscopy, experimental petrology, and stable isotope geochemistry to 
understanding the behavior and properties of the volatile components dissolved in silicate melts and 
glasses, although in recent years, our emphasis has broadened to include non-volatile aspects of 
stable isotope geochemistry. Results obtained during the current grant and previous grant periods 
c o n f m  that when applied to study of well-chosen synthetic and natural systems, the combination 
of these approaches and techniques can yield insights of general petrological and volcanological 
value and of practical value to DOE. In particular, the results of our DOE-funded work has led to a 
deeper understanding of the physical chemistry of silicate melts as well as specific constraints on 
the thermal and chemical evolution of high-level magmatic systems of the sort being evaluated as 
potential geothermal and magmathermal energy sources. Moreover, our work has also contributed 
to understanding the behavior of H-, C-, and 0-bearing species in amorphous and crystalline 
silicates, including the kinetics of their interactions; we believe these results will contribute to ef- 
forts to use silicates in the development of nuclear waste disposal strategies. 

Significant results from the past year (including the end of the first year and the first nine 
months of the second year of the current three year grant period) include the following: 

We completed our pilot study of the C ,  0, and H isotopic compositions of natural apatites, 
focusing on apatites from carbonatites, and submitted a manuscript describing this work. 
Apatites are ubiquitous and unusual in that they have significant quantities of C, 0, and H, and 
thus they have considerable promise for thermometry and as tracers of petrogenesis. We 
measured H and C contents and 6D and 613C ratios of apatites separated from 13 carbonatite 
bodies and 2 alkaline intrusions ranging in age from 110 Ma to 2.6 Ga. Our goal was to learn 
the source of the water and carbon in these rocks types and to use their concentrations and 6D 
and 613C ratios to set constraints on petrogenesis. This work is currently being extended to 
included experiments and ion probe measurements of D/H interdiffusion in natural apatites. 
This could provide a powerful, quantitative probe of low-temperature mineral-fluid interactions 
in a large range of rock types. If successful, these experiments and measurements will be 
extended to a wider range of hydrous minerals 

A new technique was developed to determine the partial molar volumes of oxide and mineral 
components in silicate melts at high pressures. T h s  technique is based on the pressure- 
dependence of the solubility of a mineral ( e g ,  quartz, rutile) in silicate melts, which, given 
knowledge of the chemical potential surface of melts at 1 bar, can be used to determine the 
partial molar volume of liquid component with the same stoichiometry as the saturating mineral 
phase. These are the only measurements we know of that determine partial molar volumes at 
elevated pressure; they have the potential to identify structural changes in melts produced by 
pressure-dependent coordination changes of specific melt components and species. 

Using the ion microprobe at the University of Edinburgh (in collaboration with John Valley at 
the University of Wisconsin), we measured the oxygen isotope ratios in phonolitic glass 
inclusions in mantle-derived olivine from the TLTF islands in the Pacific. Yielding 6180 
values of +10 per mil, these glasses represent the most extreme oxygen isotope ratios reported 
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in mantle-derived material and provide direct evidence on the recycling of crustal material that 
interacted with water at low temperature into the mantle at subduction zones. 

In collaboration with Ian Hutcheon at LLNL, we measured water contents and trace elements in 
glass inclusions in samples from Loihi, a submarine Hawaiian seamount. We documented, via 
elevated H20, B, and C1 contents and CIA320 ratios, extensive interaction between the magma 
and a sea-water-derived component. When combined with similar conclusions about mid- 
ocean ridge magmas, these results suggest that interaction between magmas and sea-water is a 
major mechanism in the interaction of the oceans with the crust. 

Several publications appeared during the current grant period reflecting work completed during 
the previous grant period. These projects were summarized in previous progress reports. 

* * * * *  
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